52 Fun Things To Do At The Beach (52 Series)
Synopsis

With 52 suggestions on how to have fun in the sun, this deck is perfect whether you’re taking the kids to the ocean or building sand castles at the lake.
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Customer Reviews

We enjoyed the activities in this deck of cards. In fact, we left it at our rental condo in Florida for the guest to enjoy. It will keep the kids entertained for hours. If you think you’ve done everything there is to do at the beach, I’m sure you will find a new idea with these cards.

The cards are cute but kind of a hassle to take to the beach. Some of the ideas seemed repetitive. (Not new ideas per day) we didn’t use them all that much and the kids lost interest in them pretty quick because of the mess they made that they had to clean up. They are cute though.

I purchased this for our beach house when younger and older ones are there and are looking for something to do or at least something to converse about. Great conversation for multiple generations to enjoy.

Excellent beach suggestions & games. Coated plastic cards can be wiped clean. Will keep kids busy & entertained.
Card were smaller than I expected, so could be lost easily. My only gripe. Would have been much better if they had been secured on something that you could flip or remove if you wanted to take it to the beach. There were lots of cute ideas for the preschool set, and the boys could understand what the cards had on them because of the good pictures.

This book has ideas in it I never even thought of! Lots of reasons to stay at the beach another day.

Super ideas for entertainment while vacationing at the beach! Like a deck of cards, this is unique in that you can take one activity card with you for a quick referral for purchasing supplies or during the activity although simple as they are. Cards are heavy plastic coated to protect from damaging by water, etc. Not easy to crumple. :-)

Cute item. It’s actually a deck of cards (hence the "52 things...") but this makes it even more fun because you can fan the cards out and let the kids pick one, instead of just going page by page.
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